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REFORMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Nicholas France recently received his college diploma at the age
of 27without ever having gone to college. He studied on his

town, passed an examination that proved he knew as much as a
college graduate, and received a degree.

He is the first such graduate in the country, b,.,t many others
may soon join him, if programs like this catch on throughout the
United States.

France, who is married and the father of a two-year-old son,
lives in a suburb of New Ytfk City. While serving in the Army
in 1965 he took the United States Armed Forces Institute college-
equivalency exams, a five-hour battery of tests. His good marks
on those tests earned him thiee semesters of college credit.

After returning to New York City, France started working with
the U.S. Treasury Department's Bank Examiner's office in New
York as a financial intern, learning banking and accounting on
the job. One day he saw a poster advertising the Regents External
Degree Program on a library bulletin board.

By paying $10 he was enrolled in the business administration
program. He received a couple of 40-page mimeographed study
guides, purchased about twenty books, and studied on his own
for abouyvvo years.

When he was ready-tn September, 1974, France took the eleven-
hour set of exams that New York state requires of candidates for
the degree. He made it. Total cost for his college education:
about $410.

We figure he knows just about as much as the graduate of a

6
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traditional college," says Robert Anstett, registrar of the p'rogram.
"That's what the.e.xam's designed to test."

"I had a little trouble with the Treasury Department," France
'said, "when I told them I'd soon have my degree through this
methpd. They asked if it was a correspondence course, which they
won't accept. BUt whet] I told them that the State of New York
would certify the degree, they said it was O.K."

On the basis of earning his degree, France has been promos
from financial intern to assistant national bank examiner and re-
ceived a $2,000 raise.

"I could never have managed to go back to a regular college,"
says France. "With a wife and child and a full-time job, I would
have been behind the eight-ball for the rest of my life for lack of
that diploma. This kindot program gives people like me a second
chance for success."

Mr. France is currently puriuing a master's degree at Ionia
College in his spare time.

Nicholas France is a product of a new pattern of teaching and
learning that has emerged strongly in higher education in the past
five years. This pattern simultaneously derives from open educa-
tion in elementary and secondary schools and may soon impinge
on the reform movement there.

Variously known as Open Learning, Nontraditional Study, the
Eternal Degree, and the Extended (or Expanded). Campus, this
itibvement contains the most plomising impulses toward human-
ization, flexibility, and individualization.

Literally hundreds of colleges and Universities throughout the
country are currently xperimenting with such programs, and
even more have them on the, drawing boards. At a time when
most colleges are cutting back, this is one area that is expanding.

The movement in higher education is already so widespread
that there is no way to keep track of its proliferation. A recently
published directory, which was highly selective, listed 250 pro-
grams, which would represent one of every ten institutions in
the nation. Bdsed on the best available estimates from the Office
of New Degree Programs set up by the College Entrance Exam-
ination Board and the Educational resting Service to monitor
these initiatives, Snd on my own visits to representative cam-
puses around the country, I would estimate that between one-
quarter and one-half of all colleges are now offering at least one
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major "alternative";.program for undergraduates or a "nontradi-
tional" degree program for older students or both.

Some of the programs have been operating for years and have
thus become nationally known, such as those of Goddard Col-
lege, Syracuse University, the New School for Social Research in
New York City, and the University of Oklahoma. In other cases
new institutions have been created to offer new options for
learners. In this category the leading examples are Empire State
College (New York), Thomas Edison College (New Jersey), Cam-
pus-Free College (Boston), and the University of Mid-America
(Nebraska).

Nationally. the most notable development is the University
Without Walls. which has "units" at-campuses scattered across the
country. These programs, which differ considerably from one
campus to another, share the concept that each student's program
should be derived from his or her own needs and goals and should
use a wide range of learning resources and experiences rather
than relying solely or mainly on classroom instruction.

In addition to these B.A. programs, of course, a number of
"open" or "external" graduate degree programs exist, such as
those in the held of education oftered by Nova University, the
L Iniversity of Massachusetts, and the Union Graduate School.,

Along with other factors, these programs indicate self-interest
of the colleges. who h are finding it increasingly difficult to purvey
the same programs to the same people. On one hand, they are
running out of young people to teat h. since the birth rate is

deOning. they have seen the panic caused in elementally schools
by this phenomenon and are reaching out for a new constituency
to keep seats filled. They have noted, too, that young people who
are oing to college often want something different from the con-
vent mal fare. So the values of open education have begun to
maul est thernsely es on campus. This is important for all of us in
the schools for several reasons.

Fir t, it shows that the principles that have proved potent in
the b st elementary and secondary classrooms are equally valid
for hi her education and for learning throughout life, thus lend-
ing thl.ni additional authority and suggesting that schools may
be preparing children well for later learning.

Second. ( hanger in pedagogical styles on campuses mean that
sttideni% coming from open learning programs in elementary and.

I
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secondary schools will find a more congenial setting, and a readier
welcome, in colleges.

finally, since the educational values of higher education have
always exerted formidable pressure, whether good or evil, on
secondary schools, Ir stitsttld be salutary to have more models in
universities of open institutions, programs, and classrooms.

What are the values that are increasingly common to open
education in both the schools and colleges? Among them are in-
dividualization, new roles for the teacher. wide-ranging resources
for learning. and a variety of options.

\
\

Individualization

The keynote definition of nontraditional study was provided by
the Commission on Nontraditional Study sponsored by the Col-
lege_.Entrance Examination Board and Educational Testing Ser-
vice. The commission had the same trouble defining its subject
as a group of teachers would have defining open education and
ended up characterizing it as an "attitude" rather than a.specific
program. But this "attitude" is bold and radical. It proclaims the
primacy of the learner, while being kindly hospitable to a wide
variety of institutional and individual styles;

It is an attitude that puts the student first and, the institution second,
concentrates more on the former's need than the latter's conven-
ience, encourages diversity of individual opportunity, and deem-
phasizes time and space or even course requirements in favor of
competence and. where applicable, performance. It is not a new
attitude. it is simply a more prevalent one than before. It has con .
cern for the learner of any age and circumstances. for the degree
aspirant or the person who finds a sufficient reward in enriching
We through constart, periodic. or occasional study. It is an attitude

. that can stimulate exciting and high quality educational progress.

Obv.iously, this "attitude " in its affirmation f the individual's
importance, its egalitarian "inviting in" of ev ryone to a sector
of education formerly reserved for the "quali ed," and its em-
phasis on diversity and optionsis one that do inates our ideals
in schools. Needless to say. American higher education is far from
realizing these ideals in practice. But it is important, and new,
for those in power to affirm such aspirations.

9
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New Role (or the Tdacher

As in open classroom% in new-style high schools, the new pro-
gram in higher education offers new roles for teachers. The tra-
ditional role of the college professor as lecturer. dispenser of in-
formation. seminar leader. and quiz-giver is changing to a more
sophisticated posture. Variously called a "mentor." "advisor."
"consultant." or "facilitator." the teacher in this new role is not
primarily a «inseyor of information to groups of students. Rather.
theprotessor vsill work intensively with individual students, help-
ing',eat h one to figure out, articulate. and plan what, why,
whOre, and when he or she can learn best.

Obviously. such a role requires capacities-quite different from
the lecturing and testing of traditional college teaching. In con-
sentional classroom teaching. a professor might go through an en-
tire career without deseloping a really intimate, personal rela-
tionship with an individual student. But for a mentor, such eye-
ball-to-eyeball discussion is a daily occurrence. Under the tra-
ditional system, the teat her imposed demands and made key de-
cisions about what was worth learning and how it would be
learned. In the new approach, decision making is shared.

The Learning Contract

But how cap a student's higher education actually be shaped
around his or her unique characteristics as a person? The learn-
ing contract, which was pioneered in the schools years ago. is the
basic. medium for this kind of education. It "specifies the learn-
ing activities to be undertaken. the duration of the study. the
criteria by which the work is to be evaluated, and the amount of
credit to be assigned," says one expert practitioner. Nancy
Avakian of Empire State College, "The contract addresses itself
to various dimensions of learning: the long-range plans of the
student, specific purposes or topics, the learning activities to be
undertaken. and the means and criteria of evaluation."

Under such a system. a student and a mentor devise, an in-
dividualized program of study based on the student's personal
goals and ambitions. Then learning proceeds through a series of
«intr,:cts negotiated between the learner and the mentor. who

)0
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represents the institution. "These programs often stress individual-
ized and flexible programs of learning;" says Samuel Baskin,
Airector of the University Without Walls. They may include va-
rious strategies of learningclassrooms. work experience, intern-
ship, technological aids, learning contracts, travel, self-directed
study, and researchthat might best suit the achievement of the
student's learning goals."

Here is a description of the planning portfolio every enter-
,ing student prepares in a typical open college:

THE PLANNING PORTFOLIO

At the end of the initial seminar each student will have assembled
the materials for a planning portfolio, which will be a basic work-
ing tool fothe remainder of his/her study. The portfolio Will be
constantly referred to as a checkpoint for evaluating a student's
progress and as a framework for planning. The material in the
portfolio is subject to revision as the student continues to grow
educationally.

Documents in the initial portfolio will include:

a summary of all previous postsecondary work
a paper on educational philosophy
a narrative statement of individual goals
a narrative statement assessing the individual's abilities
a long-range planning form
a one-year planning form

1

All future learning contracts and records of all planning and
evaluation sessions will be added to the portifolio. As the learn-,
ing experiences ,:re completed, any materials produced will also
become part of the student's file.

On the basis of such doCumentation. an individual program
leading to a degree can be negotiated with each student, usually
through a number of successive "contracts." Such negotiations
and resulting contracts usually for us on four areas. First, the stu-
dent is helped to articulate long-range goals. both for life and for
formal education. Then, within the context of these large goals,
precise purposes are formulated for the next immediate segment
of education. a year, a term, sometimes just fors the next month.
Third, specific activities and resources for learning are inven-
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toned. researched if necessary, and selected. Such resources may
include independent study, work internships, formal course work,
fravel-as-learning.research, a cooperative effort with others, or
learning from a tutor. Finally, the student and the advisor work
ow a sound way evaluating and demonstrating the learning
that has taken :place and come to an agreement on fhe.amount of
credit (if they are working within that kind of system) to ,be
awarded toward the degree,

The following student careers from Empire State College indi-
cate the fleiiibility afforded by this approach at its best.

Sean Haskins. a 17-year-old high school student who has been
accepted into Empire State College under early admissions, is
working for a B.A. in history and will enter law school after
graduation. He is also interested in economics and political

Sean's first contract is Jull t.ime for three summer months.
he contract in three parts/ these are ehPsen according to

iJean's
_interests and accintend brbaden these interests as

well as to remediate areas of deficiency.
The first part of the contract covers political literature. After

reading Malraux. Man's Fate, Sean will write an analysis of the
main, character's personality and motivation. An examination of
the role of the Party will follow a teading of Sartre, Dirty Hands.
Solzhenitsyn's The First rarcit...wili be scrutinized for what W
means to say' that a writer 'Cat be an alternative government.
Similar ,palysis will be sv1414en based upon Sigal, Weekend in
thmlock. Heller, Catch -22; Orwell, "Shooting an Elephant "; and
Biecht. Mother Courage This section of the contract.will be com-
pleted by viewing a videotape interview with Leslie Fiedler, in
which he discusses American literature and raises the question
of the political responsibilities of the creative writer.

The second part of the contract covers readings in social
theory: Freud, liarodurtory,lectuks in Psychoanalysis; Wilson.
To the Finland Station, Maik,The Communist Manifesto; Veblen,
Theory of the leisure Class, Ellul, Technological Society; and
Brown. love's Body The final exercise is to view a videotape
interview of Albert Schwartz;; who discusses psychohistory. Fol-
lowing this, Sean will be requirethotlefine some of the specialized
sccabulary of the thinkers whose works he has read and to an-
alyze Cihwartz's discussion of Brown.

12
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American history is studied in the third segment of the con-,
tract. Sean will read Morgan. The Puritan Dilemma; Miller, "The
Marrow of Puritan Theology;" and Banc,- "John Wint rop: political
Theology." After viewing a videotape interview of arry Haroo-
tunian, an expert on Asian studies.,Sean will write a short paper
on the advantages and disadvantages of comparative history..

Sean's final requirement in this contract is to write a paper OW----,..-.
what he considers to be the Major ingredients in the Puritan's
formal theological world-view.

Dolores Guion has earned the equivalent of more than 200 col-
lege credits from institutions in the United States and abroad.
An R.N., she is also coordinator for Health Occupations at a voca-
tional center where she has been teaching and developing a cur-
riculum to train nurses' aides to be L.P.N.'s. Mrs. Guion's ultimate
goal is to direct a private school for practical nurses..

In her rust contract with the college, she will begin a research-
field project with the assistance of specialists in the New York
State Department of Health. She will examine institutions that
train health service professionals to determine their educational
eft( ctiveness.

In addition. she will begin to develop a curriculum for t'ie edu-
cation of L.P.N.'s in high school. Her own job will furnish excellent

-.access to planning and resource materials, people, and organiza-
tions.

Mrs. Guion will present-a weekly log of her institutional re-
search activities and a monthly record of her major research to
her colleagues and her mentor. Her observations and preliminary
conclusions will also be presented in a paper or an interdisciplin-
ary seminar of faculty and students

Wide-Ranging Resources for Learning

Higher education has carried the development of a wider range
of resources esen further than elementary and secondary schools
have. Programs GI study can now be built around the personal
lite-situation of each student, turning many ongoing experiences
to educational use. work, hobbies. volunteer work, experiences in
the family A wide range of media and technologies is also being
harnessed I or example, the University of Mid-ArtterKa, a 'public

13
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consortium covering 'our states, offers college courses and em-
ploys a marvelous mix of media to reach students in every way
possible. Courses are broad1ast on television but are also avail-
able at libraries on videocassettes for playing by individual stu-
dents who miss lessons. A WATS-line gives students in remote
areas access to professors by phone. Newspapers carry course
materials. Lessons are submitted and commented on through the
mail Radio carries announcements of changes in scheduling.
Computers are currently being harnessed to serve students better.
And, of course, a full range of printed materials, from traditional
books to programmed texts, is placed in students' hands.

Using the students' own life-situations for educational pur-)'
poses carries the process even further. Here are some profiles of
how students and advisors in one open-learning institution,
Washington (D.C.) International College, fit serious learning into
the students' life and learn from a variety of sources and resources: '

After a year of general study in a variety of areas, Sandi has
decided to focus on art, mythology, and psychology. While recog-
nizing that they may have great correlation between them, she
also wants to do detailed, in-depth study in each area. Thus she
ha- shaped a curriculum around a long-range learning experience
in which she will attempt to integrate and synthesize her work
in each area. Her major time commitment, however, is to explore
aspects of these areas in depthmajor schools of thought in psy-
chology, the work of Abraham M'aslow, two- and three- dimen-
sional design, beginning general semantics. As a way of demon-
strating skill competence, she will prepare a major project in
several media summarizing her work.

Charles, an older student employed by the government, hopes
to develop skill in organizing minority federal employees into a
group. To accomplish this objective, he has planned a 15-credit
internship in which he continues his activities with advice and
assistance from a faculty advisor who is an expert in organiza-
tion and management. In addition, Charles is pursuing specific
study through tutorials in economics and other related areas.

When Karen enrolled at WIC, she had more than two years of
previous college experience. However, she was interested in in-
vestigating a Weer in social work. After having lin internship
with the duties of a social worker, her career hopes were con-

14
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firmed. A planning seminar with ether students helped her de-
sign the rest of her undergraduate program and informed her of
*le variety of resources and learning modes available. Fatusing

'studies on her goal, Karen has completed several seminars and
tutorials, doing much reading in sociology and psychology, Com-
munity learning centers such as Washington School of Psychiatry
and Philanthropon House have added to her learning experiences.
Her undergradUate education has also included study in mathe-
matics and photography.

Providing Alternatives and Options

In a sense, this whole movement in higher education is an attempt
to Create alternatives and options for students, as Matio Fantini
and others have propoSed. Until now, the path to a degree has
been pretty narrow: to get on it, you had to be 18 to 22 years old,
able to submit to a residency at a campus for several years, will-
ing to pursue one of the preset programs available, and capable
of learning from the few modes of instruction available in col-
lege classrooms.

Fifteakyears ago, as David Riesman and Christopher Jencks
pointed out, virtually every college in the country secretly aspired
to become as much like Harvard or Columbia as it could. Com-
munity colleges aspired to become four-year colleges as quickly
as possible, Jour-year institutions wanted to become mini-uni-
versities, and so on. With only one model of excellence, little
freedom existed for .an institution to pursue an alternate goal with
quite different studentsand win distinction for its success.

The alternatives movement in higher education endeavors to
provide other options. It seeks to facilitate higher learning for
people of all ages and conditions of life, relevant to their highly
individual goals and aspirations and according to their require-
ments and constraints.

On an increasing proportion of college campuSes, students are
finding a variety of options through which they can make their
educational experience more flexible and varied. The range and
character of these options are suggested succinctly by the Guide
to Alternative Colleges and Universities, which identifies these al-
ternative methods of delivering higher education:

\ .
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Independent study is individual research or study that is con-
ceived and carried out by the student with a faculty consultant
and evaluator.

Directed study is similar to independent study because a stu-
dent engages in ±some type of individual study or research.
However, tI4 two:differ since faculty generally determine the cur-
riculum and research design for the student.

Tutorials are similar to directed study but may include as many
as four or five students, each receiving somewhat individualized
attention. Tutorials often combine features of both independent
study and directed study.

Experiential learning is a practical participatory experience
bearing some relationship to a student's academic interests. A
number of experiential learning models are employed by schools,
all closely related and some differing in name only.

Field work, practicum, and outreach all refer to some type of
practical participatory experience, either on or off campus. Field
term is generally used to define field-work experiences that re-
quire a student's full participation for a semester. Usually no other
course work is taken during the term.

Internships, apprenticeships, and on the job training are often
field-work experiences supervised by both a faculty member and
an outside resource person who is recognized as competent in
the area

Some schools use a co-op program (sometimes referred to as
work-study), in which students are expected to locate and work in
jobs relevant to their interests. Some co-op programs require a
student to attend classes and work within a co-op placement simul-
taneously, others allow a student to alternate co-op quarters and
on-campus quarters. In general, students do not receive academic
credit for co-op experiences, though participation in the program
is required for graduation, To offset academic costs, most stu-
dents locate paying jobs.

Finally, a widely used method includes foreign study, year
abroad, or overseas program,. Basically, students spend one year
in a foreign country, usually the junior year, studying either at a
foreign institution or in a special program set up by the student's
parent institution. Many schools are beginning to design variations
on this basic model, some permitting students to go abroad at any

16
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time, others extending the amount of time allowed overseas to
two years, and so on.

The scope of the open-learning Movement in higher education
is best conveyed by briefly describing some representative pro -_
grams and projects that illustrate the variety available.

One kind of "openness" uses technology to break the space-
time constraints of classroom learning. Chicago's TV College, for
example, has enabled hundreds of people to take college courses
and earn a degree, if they wish, in their own living rooms. In a
national applicationof the same principle, about 25,000 people
enrolled in a course developed around Jacob Brownoski's unparal-
leled "The Ascent of Man," getting credit through 250 cooperat-
ing colleges and universities. Britain's Open University also illus-
trates this basic strategy of using technology to broaden access
to higher learning, as well as to create more potent instructional
presentations.

The way using technology can "open" the system to a wide
range of learners is well stated by President D. B. Varner of
the University of Mid-America. Looking toward rapidly develop-
ing communications technologies that can be harnessed to instruc-
tional uses, he writes, "Through television and audio-tapes and
video-discs, the computer terminal, the newspaper, the textbook,
and the study guide, (we shall be able) to ?ake higher education
available to the people of this countryall the peopleon their
own terms."

A second major kind of open higher learning aims to recog-
nize that learning can take place without\teachingthat people
can and do learn all the time, and that su h learning is just as
legitimate as what is formally taught on c pus., In response,
various programs of validation and certificaho of Darning have
been developed. Through these, a learner may present experience
and what has been learhed from it; either by taking an examina-
tion or by presenting evidence in a portfolio to be evaluated.
In more than 150 colleges "life experiences" ranging from Peace
Corps service to community volunteer activities or running one'g
own business can now qualify for credit towards a degree.

Fir example, Roy Wagner, in his late thirties, came to Ford,r
ham University seeking training and a credential for counseling.
He documented various experiences since high schbol, including

17
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studying for several years in a Franciscan seminary; spending
lime in the Army in Japan. studying the Japanese social sys-
tem, and learning about issues in commal justice as a New York
City policeman, A faculty evaluation committee concluded after
studying his records that Wagner's life experiences were worth 30
of the 128 credits necessary for the B.A. degree, which he com-
pleted three years later.

Outstanding examples of this form of open higher learning are
New Jersey's Thomas Edison College and New York State's
External Degree Program, through which students' can obtain a
B.A. or B.S. degree simply by passing the requisite examinations.

A third general category of options in higher learning might
be described as learner- centered, this was discussed earlier. Per-
haps the best-known institution with this approach is the Uni-
versity Without Walls Other major examples are Minnesota Met-
ropolitan College and the private Campos-Free College in BostOn.

A fourth kind of open learning program focuses on broadenif*
the standard college curriculum. People's learning needs alte
greatly as they age' and have mastered basic skills and commo
knowledge that schools try to impart to everyone. The adult
needs'are per(eived as different, and the adult potential for learn-
ing is seen as different," says John Valley, whose Office of New
Degree Programs monitors initiatives in higher education. He
notes that special needs of adult learners may be approached
through special interdisciplinary courses instead of conventional
college offerings. Or, he says, "The stress may be on stating
degree requirements in various competencies instead of course
units The student is entitled to a degree whenever competency
in all atlas represented by the degree can be demonstrated."

An Aneresling_ example blending these two approaches is the
long sue( essful Human Relations Work-Study Program at the Ntw
Sc hool for social Researc h in New York City, designed especially
for women but exemplifying prim iples applicable to all mature
learners,

The courses aren't the usual college fare of academic subjects
arranged in strict [lunar( hies. English 101" Shakespeare, or Victor-
ian Novelists. Rather, the curriculum is organized around skills
and understandings that today's women need.

I or instance, one large division «bnters on self-appraisal.
Subjects inc ludo On Risking C hange, New Ways of Being. Alone
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and Female, and Human Sexuality. Another group of courses re-
volves around communications skills; it includes offerings such as

o Talking with People. Public Speaking for Private People, and Writ-
ing as a Means of Self-Discovery.

Even more traditional courses in humanities and social sciences
are presented with unusual twists. This term, for example, stu-
dents «ild take The Present and Future of Women. An 'En-
munter with Death, Paramchology, or Sexual Politics in Modern
Asia.

A course that is even more unconventional focuses on "learn-
ing by doing in community service." Here students get intensive
experierices with professionals in fields such as family law, men-
tal health, or nutrition.

All these courses are open to anyone who's interestedeven
men, though most of the students are women. A student who wants
to pursue a cumulative program leading to a certificate puts to-
gether ten courses, at two or three courses a term, the certificate
program takes from two to three years. To earn the certificate, a
student must conclude her studies with an action project. "The
outcome of learning should be action," says Ruth van Doren, the
center's ebullient director. "You should be learning to do some-,
thing, to produce some change in yourself or others or the world."

The center practices what it preaches, unlike a good many edu-
cational institutionk, that talk loftily but put students through a

bureaucratic- wringer. Certificates are awarded not on the basis
of simply amassing credits for courses taken but for specific ac-
complishments that demonstrate what a student has learned to do.
At this year's graduation exercises, which featured a poetry read-
ing, musical performances, and everyone dancing together, stu-
dents received certificates for such individual accomplishments as
strengthening enforcement of local school bus regulations, being a
volunteer art therapist at the Jewish Guild for Blind, researching
the fear of hospitalization among mental patients, surveying the
use of marijuana in a suburban community, conducting a series
of self-awareness workshops for fellow black Americans in a ghetto
community, founding a state association of administrative em-
ployees in religious institutions, and organizing at classes for
widows through a social service agency.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR `THE SCHOOLS

What are the implications for schools of this growing tide of
change on campuses? Several strong ones seem promising for the
movement toward openness in schools. They make more de-
fensible an individuallied, flexible. option-filled program for stu-
dents in elementary and secondary schools.

The most obvious implication is that more options and possi-
bilities exist for students graduating from open high school pro-
grams. With most campuses developing alternatives for entering
freshmen, including some that feature greater self-determination
by the student, high school graduates who like this style of learn-
ing and have shown their competence in it have places to fit in
and can be wekomethhore readily on the campuses.

A fairly typical option of t4s kind is "Unit One" at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Open to freshmen and sophomores, the program
can accept no more than 180 students a year and turns away
about a third of the applicants. Unit One doesn't alter The regu-
lations of the university, it supplies a more humane approach,
letting students live together as a unit and attend the same classes.
For the most part, classes are less formally structured, and stu-
dents can select the instructors for some required subjects. One
course, LAS 110. is used by volunteer faculty to offer a variety of
courses, either to individuals or small groups studying a subject
of Mutual interest not ordinarily available. Those involved in the
program c ite its feeling of c lose c ommun'y as one advantage.

A second «msequen«. of the new openness in higher learning
is a loosening of traditional requirements for college entrance,

t 1



With so much in flux on the campus itself, it is becoming increas-
d for colleges to insist that applicants meet a rigid,

arbitrary set equirements for entrance. College admissions
people are well a e of this. Yet many conscientious secondary
school people still be e that permitting the flexibility thotwould
obviously be beneficial in junior and senior year programs would
damage the best students' chances of getting into the colleges of
their choice. Now there is less reason for fearfulness.

A third important implication of changes in higher learning
is that the lockstep, uninterrupted march through sixteen or more
years of 'schooling may finally be breaking. So man, students
are electing to "stop out" for a year or two before moving from
high school to college that many of the leading colleges are now
making explicit and nonpunitive arrangements for a delay in en-
tering. Again, this new flexibility should be a boon for all con-
cerned. A greater interpenetration of school and the "real world"
is healthful. By overcoming any existing prejudice against stu-
dents who don't come directly from high school, colleges are
leaving the door to higher learning open for more people all
the time.

A fourth immediate consequence is a change in today's stu-
dents. A well-noted current social phenomenon is that parents are
resuming their own formal education, especially young and
middle-aged mothers who had to curtail then education before or
'luring college. And colleges, having begun to run out of young
people to teach, are making these older students' migration back
to campus as easy and pleasant as possible. Far from the distlaiii
and discomfort that used to greet them in the classroom. adult
students are now not only welcomed when they come but also
actively sought after by colleges. Special weekend, evening, and
personalized courses of study are provided for them, and they are
often helped, to obtain academic credit for their life learning,
as we have seen.

The point is that many of these students are parents of chil-
dren now in school. Recent findings have revealed that in many
cases the parents' involvement in education has a significant
positive effect on the children, who are motivated, excited, stimu-
lated. ar.d supported by awareness that their parents take educa-
tion seriously and are themselves studying, reading, writing, and
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going to classes. So the opening of higher education, involving
many adults, is having an important effect right now on the char-
acter of many y ungsters in school.

A further xtension of this effect may be predicted, though
here we en, r the realm of the cloudy crystal ball. It is not en-
tirely fancifu to anticipate that college graduates who have gone
through a culminating educational experience that is individual-
ized. flexible, relevant, and largely self-determined may want
similar opportunities for their children from the earliest grades.
Certainly teachers know from their experiences in marking with
parents that the parent's ipage of learning and teaching comes
from his or her own schooling. They also know that one of the
toughest problems in introducing innovation is convincing parents
that a style of education different from the one they experienced
can be better and more effective. So opening higher learning
may be an important consciousness-raiser for the nest generation
of parents.

Perhaps the most profound implication of open education for
schools is a theoretical one concerning the curriculum. Reforms
in higher education mean that learning is coming to be conceived
of as a lifelong process rather than one confined to the years of
formal schooling. The whole higher education establishment is
going through an agonizing shift, recognizing that in the future it
must serve not only the 18- to 22-year-olds but also people of
all ages who want and need to learn. There is serious talk of edu-
cational sabbaticals for many kinds of workers, of mandatory re-
training of professionals to assure that they keep up with bur-
geoning knowledge in their fields, of "entitlements" that would
permit adults to decide when and how they would regularly ac-
quire mole education.

As this trend toward lifelong learning grows, it will make our
present conception of school curriculum obsolete. The "front-end-
load" theory, that we need to give the student in the time spent
in school what is needed for the rest of life, has been recognized
as fallacious by vanguard educators for some time. "Learning how
to learn" has been recognized for decades as the proper function
of schooling. But that insight will be reenforced, strengthened,
and greatly amplified when people at any stage of life 'can and

return to learning as a practical matter. Moreover, an edge will
b addeddea to the tenet as it becomes apparent that not even the
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American economy can afford both a full- fledged system of life-
long learning and a system of schooling as richly financed as
ours still is. Some real «Afrontations within society over alloca-
tion of funds for education of all kinds may soon appear.

Those who advocate more and better "front-end" schooling
will confront those who want to strengthen lifelong learning. Such
a struggle can already be witnessed in some communities over
federal funds provided by the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act. These funds can be used by a wide variety of in-
dividuals, depending on who has the initiative to set up appropri-
ate programs or the clout to have a program given preference. In
some communities groups who believe the funds should be used
for youngsters are fighting against' those who think they should
be available to mid-career adults. Such struggles may become
commonplace in the near future.

Finally, some less tangibleand more long-range effects may be
important. The educational values of the academy have always ex-
erted a considerable influence on schools. The campus ideal of
what is worth learning and how it can best be laugh' has always
provided a powerful example for the rest of educatior That is why
high schools have modeled their curriculum and teaching styles
after those of colleges and failed for so long to find pedagogical
formats truly appropriate for adolescent youngsters.

One reason is that teachers in the schools teach not so much
the way they were taught to teach as the way they were taught.
Especially in secondary education, teachers model themselves
on professors they admired in college rather han on theories they
wc e taught in their methods courses.

As the yle of pedagogy in higher learning changes, therefore,
we may expect a profound effect on teaching styles of the next
generation of teat Fliers. Learning from professors who function not
merely a5 conveyors of knowledge and authorities in their fields,
but also as mentors, guides, facilitators, and learning ,onsultants,
college students of the seventies. who will be the young teach-
ers of the eighties, will imbibe a different sense of what it means
to help students to learn.
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